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Crystalite Resin

Laminating Resin

Clear Cast 50

Clear Cast 20

Fast and economic reproduction of any 
bevelled, leaded or fused glass panel.

Used for the lamination of glass sheets 
to create safety glass.

Slow cure water clear casting resin 
perfect for river tables, figurines and 
paper weights.

Fast cure water clear casting resin up 
to a maximum depth of 20mm.

WELCOME
Creative Resins is a family run business for more than 30 years.  We 
manufacture specialist paints and resins for Doors, Windows, Glass, 
Metals, Wood and Concrete as well as a comprehensive range of de-
corative resins including Water Clear Casting Resins and Chrome and 
Mirror paints.  Our products are supplied to the construction industry 
worldwide as well as trade and general public.  
We work hand in hand with Composite Door manufacturers, Window 
fabricators, Glass Processing companies, Metal fabricators, Garage 
Door manufacturers, Kitchen and Flooring companies to provide not 
just a comprehensive range of industrial surface coatings but also 
solutions for their decorative, industrial and commercial requirements 
including the development, manufacture and supply of specialist appli-
cation systems and equipment including bespoke software program-
mes and an unrivalled technical support.    
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CRYSTALITE
RESIN

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Crystalite is a unique transparent polyester and acrylic resin that allows 
simple, fast and economic reproduction of any bevelled, lead or fused glass 
panel - no matter how complicated the design. Crystalite can be used in an 
external location encapsulated within a sealed unit.

SAVE 20%     

BEVELS

The revolutionary poly-acrylic 
formulation gives excellent 
resistance against weathering 
and UV light as well as a 
permanent bond to all types 
of glass. Individual bevels 
can be easily coloured giving 
unique results.

PRODUCTION

A complete range of exclusive designs for 
Composite Doors is available for in house 
production. As with all Creative Resin products a 
comprehensive 10 year warranty applies.

PROCESS

The Crystalite Resin is injected into a rigid mould 
that is constructed of fibreglass with a unique 
release gel coat surface via a 2 component pump 
system specifically developed by Creative Resins. 
These special moulds take only a few moments to 
be injected and the resin bevels are ready within 
as little as 45 minutes offering a very fast and 
economical production.
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LAMINATING RESIN
Laminating Resin is a crystal clear transparent resin especially designed to 
remain water clear even when catalysed. Used for the lamination of glass 
sheets to create decorative glass and safety glass.

This superior laminating resin 
also contains a specially adapted 
adhesion promoter that remains 
dormant until the addition of 
the catalyst. Laminating resin is 
extremely easy to use allowing easy 
flow and fast air bubble release.

L I V I N G  D E S I G N
C O L L EC T I O N  2 0 24 7

TRANSPARENT COLOURS

A full range of beautiful transparent colours that can all be intermixed to 
create any shade or effect. All the colours are prepared in our own facilities 
using the highest quality organic pigments providing long term UV stability.

PROPERTIES

It is not prone to “yellowing” as 
in most other Polyester mate-
rials of a similar nature. Once 
Creative-Lam is fully cured it 
allows expansion of 300/350% 
with minimal shrinkage and 
exceptional toughness.
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SUBSTRATE

Excellent adhesion to most substrates 
especially glass and metals and can be 
used to create worktops and table tops. 
Especially good for producing ‘River Resin’ 
tables where full transparency is required.

DECORATIVE

A wide range of colours and decorative 
effect fillers can be added to create 
limitless decorative finishes and objects.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A two component clear casting epoxy resin, very low viscosity, long pot 
life and Water Clear transparency. Can cast up to 50mm thick in a single 
application. Excellent degassing properties even at maximum thickness, 
excellent impact, non-yellowing, scratch resistance and can be machined 
and polished. 

CLEAR CAST 50
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SAVE 20%     

RAINDROP 3D EFFECT

Specially formulated to give excellent adhesion to glass and can be used to create 3D raindrop and tear drop effects 
on glass and mirrors. Chrome and other colours can be added to create a range of special effects. 

     

CLEAR CAST 20

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A two component clear casting epoxy resin, medium viscosity, good pot life 
and very transparent.  Can cast up to 20mm thick in a single application.  
Good degassing properties. It also benefits from being lightweight with 
minimal shrinkage and is non-yellowing. Can be machined and polished to a 
glass like finish perfect for decorative table tops. 

JEWELLERY

Can be used for table tops and 
other decorative castings such as 
costume jewellery. A wide range of 
colours and decorative effect fillers 
can be added to create limitless 
decorative objects.
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FOLLOW US!
CREATIVE RESINS SOCIAL MEDIA

Join our Social Media pages for up to date posts on new products, 
events, exhibition and everything Creative Resins! INDUSTRY

EXPERTS

Fast Delivery

100% Satisfaction

Great Value@CreativeResinsLimited @creativeresinUK

Creative Resins Limited@creativeresins

Support 24/7

Online Ordering

Trade Account

With large volumes of stock we aim to provide 
fast and efficient delivery for all your coating 
requirements. 

Your satisfaction is our satisfaction. Our 
reputation has been built on quality and service.

All our products are manufactured to an 
exceptional quality at a competitive price.

We aim to provide 24 hour technical support with 
our own experienced and highly trained staff and 
our range of online video tutorials.

Use our on line shop to simply place your orders 
at the click of a button.

Get in touch with our accounts team to set up a 
trade credit account with payment plan.

We have an enviable reputation extending more than 30 years for supplying quality products 
and services worldwide to the decorative glass and surface coatings industry.



www.creative-resins.co.uk
info@creative-resins.co.uk
00 44 (0) 1795 411820

Creative Resins Limited
Unit 17C, Dolphin Park,
Upper Field Road,
Eurolink Industrial Estate,
Sittingbourne, Kent, 
ME10 3UP. United Kingdom

SUBSCRIBE TO 
STAY IN TOUCH
Enter your email address on our website to 
receive our monthly newsletter!


